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Medusa and Her Curse-Children's Greek & Roman Myths 2017-02-15 here s another myth
that has survived the tests of time it has been passed on from one generation to the
next thereby preserving the lessons it brings if you would notice most of the greek
and roman myths deal with curses and powers which would pretty much describe the
beliefs of the people who first told them are you ready to peek inside the pages do
so now
Odysseus 2008 this book in graphic novel format is a retelling of odysseus journey
home after the trojan war
Odysseus 2009-04-01 a retelling of the myth of odysseus the greek hero who on his
trip home from the trojan war faced the cyclops the sirens and even poseidon the god
of the sea in graphic novel format
The Curse of Beauty 2022-02-15 before the muses spoke of medusa a woman inspired the
myth in a time of political turmoil and shifting power in ancient greece thais
daughter of the tiryns chieftain navigates a treacherous landscape filled with
danger betrayal unexpected love and shallow alliances when king oceanus arrives with
his army intent on seizing control of tiryns thais finds herself torn between her
father s desire for peace and the council s thirst for war but even as the city
faces a threat from without the greatest danger may lie within as long held secrets
and hidden agendas threaten to tear tiryns apart desperate to end the conflict thais
strikes a deal with the enemy setting in motion a chain of events that will change
the course of history and test the limits of her strength both in love and courage
perfect for fans of epic historical sagas slow burn romance and mythic retellings
this standalone installment of the ancient legends series offers a compelling and
imaginative take on the historical roots of greek mythology s most enduring myths
with its richly detailed world building and complex characters the curse of beauty
is a must read for anyone who loves tales of love loss and redemption don t miss out
on what readers are calling incredible unstoppable and exceptional winner of the
gold medal for the 2022 readers favorite awards in the fiction mythology category
the curse of beauty is a masterful work of historical fiction that will leave you
spellbound grab this gripping historical drama today and go back to a time when men
became legends and kings became gods
The Curse of Medusa 2024 life isn t easy when you re cursed with a headful of snakes
for hair medusa knows that better than anyone but she didn t start out in such a
state what happened who s to blame and who s the real hero find out in this modern
action packed graphic retelling of a classic greek myth
Blessed With A Curse 2022-03-29 from the moment of my birth i became zeus s number
one most wanted i m so screwed i m not a bad person in fact i m training to be a
nurse so i can help and heal people not that zeus would care about any of that if he
even knew no all he cares about is his law no humans are allowed to use magic the
punishment for breaking this is death a fate i ve been able to avoid by living my
life in meticulous secrecy until the night my magic activates on its own releasing a
gorgeous demigod from the town s statue i have no choice but to run taking nikandros
with me after days filled with terror of being caught and killed nik convinces me to
fight for my freedom my magic may be strong but going up against zeus himself
impossible run or fight it doesn t seem to matter anymore thanks to this magic i ve
been cursed with i will soon meet my end if you like touching on greek mythology in
books like percy jackson observing a young woman forced by circumstance to embrace
the heroine within like katniss in the hunter games and exploring some light clean
romance with your fast paced young adult fantasy books then you ll devour katie
cherry s imaginative new series buy blessed with a curse to start this breathtaking
adventure today
Athena's Curse: A Novel Twist on the Medusa Myth 2019-02-08 is she a goddess or a
monster it s hard enough having fourteen snakes for hair now asudem has the
frightening new ability to turn living things to stone with her eyes orphaned at
birth asudem sets out on a mission to seek her family history and to find a way to
stop her deadly power along with her two best friends pretal the lion goddess and
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drella the goddess of chaos and vanity the trio travels the terrifying region of
lower olympus looking for clues there they must outwit and battle some of greek
mythologies most dangerous monsters in the end will it be worth knowing the truth
The Greek Myths 2012-03-01 the greek myths contains some of the most thrilling
romantic and unforgettable stories in all human history from achilles rampant on the
fields of troy to the gods at sport on mount olympus from icarus flying too close to
the sun to the superhuman feats of heracles theseus and the wily odysseus these
timeless tales exert an eternal fascination and inspiration that have endured for
millennia and influenced cultures from ancient to modern beginning at the dawn of
human civilization when the titan prometheus stole fire from zeus and offered
mankind hope the reader is immediately immersed in the majestic magical and mythical
world of the greek gods and heroes as the tales unfold renowned classicist robin
waterfield creates a sweeping panorama of the romance intrigues heroism humour
sensuality and brutality of the greek myths and legends the terrible curse that
plagued the royal houses of mycenae and thebes jason and the golden fleece perseus
and the dread gorgon the wooden horse and the sack of troy these amazing stories
have influenced art and literature from the iron age to the present day and far from
being just a treasure trove of timeless tales the greek myths is a catalogue of
greek myth in art through the ages and a notable work of literature in its own right
Percy Jackson and the Titan's Curse (Book 3) 2008-05-01 the third book in the
bestselling percy jackson and the olympians series now with a new cover look read
the stories that launched percy jackson into the stratosphere before the disney
series comes out half boy half god all hero it s not every day you find yourself in
combat with a half lion half human percy jackson has a lot on his plate a powerful
goddess has gone missing the greek gods are on the brink of war with the titans and
there s the minor threat of a mystery beast that could destroy mount olympus forever
this time percy s going to need help and he s found two powerful demigods for the
job there s just the small problem of the prophecy the one that has predicted not
all of them will survive but where you re the son of a greek god it happens right
Cupid's Curse 2019-06-24 he gave her cupid s curse now he s got one last chance to
win her over mallory james hates being a cupid almost as much as she hates the god
who forced the curse on her but the end of her contract with eros is finally here
ninety nine matches made means she is now free to use the final piece of her heart
for herself and that s exactly what eros is hoping for eros cursed mallory just like
so many in his service for the heart she broke she s different though the moment he
sees her eros knows that mallory is his he should after all he s the god of love now
he ll have to convince her that they re meant to be before she gives the final piece
of her heart away past lives forgotten memories and a world that mallory has never
been a part of all interfere with her plans the biggest obstacle however comes when
she finds one more couple who need help mallory can either keep the last piece of
her heart for herself or she can give it away knowing that she ll never find love
again fans of patricia briggs and bella forrest will devour cupid s curse one click
your copy today and find out what s so enchanting about this modern retelling of
your favorite greek mythology tales of love
Medusa's Curse 2016-02-11 do you dare gaze upon medusa when geology mad sam goes to
stay with her american cousin trey neither of them have any idea what adventures
they re about to unleash they bring together two pieces of the heart of light and
whoosh they re thrown back into ancient greece where angry harpies and satyrs live
that s not all they ve been set the challenge of saving the world from destruction
but first they need to rescue an enchanted fragment of the warrior s shield
protected by a deadly mythical creature how will they survive a venomous encounter
with medusa
Curse of the Sphinx 2015-08-11 how long can a monster stay hidden in plain sight
seventeen year old hope nicholas has spent her entire life on the run but no one is
chasing her in fact no one even knows she exists with her mom she s traveled from
town to town and school to school barely staying long enough to meet anyone let
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alone make friends and she ll have to keep it that way it s safer when her mother is
brutally ripped away from her hope s life shatters is this the fulfillment of apollo
s curse is hope being hunted by the shadow monsters of the underworld have the
demigods finally caught up to her orphaned and alone hope flees again but this time
there s no one to teach her who to trust or how to love set in a universe where
greek mythology is alive and well in the modern world curse of the sphinx
irresistibly blends action suspense and romance this story is sure to appeal to fans
of the percy jackson books
Myth Raiders: Medusa's Curse 2017-10-10 do you dare gaze upon medusa when geology
mad sam goes to stay with her american cousin trey neither of them have any idea
what adventures they re about to unleash they bring together two pieces of the heart
of light and whoosh they re thrown back into ancient greece where angry harpies and
satyrs live that s not all they ve been set the challenge of saving the world from
destruction but first they need to rescue an enchanted fragment of the warrior s
shield protected by a deadly mythical creature how will they survive a venomous
encounter with medusa
The Pandora Curse 2015-08-12 jetta fitzgerald is an american school teacher who
comes to the jungles of peru searching for her missing missionary brother she hires
her brother s friend conrado nievez as her guide conrado has been raised from
childhood by a jungle tribe after the death of his parents the tribe thinks he is
the boy of their prophecy and calls him el condor conrado can t bring himself to
tell jetta her brother is dead by a poisonous dart from his own blowgun even tho he
can t remember what happened the jungle is a dangerous place and something or
someone is always hiding behind a tree waiting to strike out and kill
Cursed by the Gods 2017-05-10 hope has a deadly secret even though mortals think the
gods have disappeared olympus still rules demigods have elite hunters who viciously
kill monsters and shadow demons from the underworld the very harbingers of death are
tracking her when tragedy destroys the only safety she s ever known all signs point
to hades s demons or do they something doesn t add up and hope needs answers but now
someone knows she exists forced to hide hope pretends to be normal she ll do
whatever it takes to keep her secret safe and her heart protected but when athan
arrives her world is turned upside down with gods demigods and demons closing in the
question is how long can a monster stay hidden in plain sight join hope on her
unforgettable journey to discover what it means to live and her daring fight to
break apollo s curse
Leo and the Gorgon's Curse 2022-04-05 the fourth title in joe todd stanton s
brownstone s mythical collection series ventures into the world of ancient greek
mythology for readers not yet old enough for rick riordan s percy jackson the
olympians series full of dangerous challenges cunning monsters and godly heroes this
graphic novel is sure to be a hit with young readers interested in greek mythology
buried amongst the treasures in professor brownstone s vaults lie a humble
collection of books filled with legendary stories from his ancestors they tell of
fearless fighters and unlikely heroes the 4th entry in the brownstone s mythical
collection series follows leo brownstone who s been tasked with hunting a terrifying
gorgon but is the gorgon the menace everyone thinks it is
Leo and the Gorgon's Curse 2022-02 buried amongst the treasures in professor
brownstone s vaults lie a humble collection of books filled with legendary stories
from his ancestors they tell of fearless fighters and unlikely heroes the 4th entry
in the brownstone s mythical collection series follows leo brownstone who s been
tasked with hunting a terrifying gorgon but is the gorgon the menace everyone thinks
it is venturing into greek mythology this is the fourth title in the brownstone s
mythical collection full of dangerous challenges cunning monsters and godly heroes
this title is sure to be a hit with anyone interested in greek mythology or readers
who are just a little too young for percy jackson
Athena's Curse 2010-11 is it a curse or a gift of the gods thirteen year old asudem
has a hard enough time having snakes instead of hair but now her eyes have a burning
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new power that turns living things into stone she sets out across the most dangerous
part of lower olympus to learn how she got this infuriating ability her best friends
drella the goddess of chaos and vanity and pretal the lion goddess join her as she
battles past the most terrifying monsters of greek mythology on her journey to find
the answers can she discover where she fits in this world of gods and goddesses
The Titan's Curse 2008 when the goddess artemis disappears a group of her followers
joins percy and his friends in an attempt to rescue her before the winter solstice
when her influence is needed to sway the olympian council regarding the war with the
titans
Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book Three The Titan's Curse 2020-05-05 when the
goddess artemis goes missing she is believed to have been kidnapped and now it s up
to percy and his friends to find out what happened who is powerful enough to kidnap
a goddess they must find artemis before the winter solstice when her influence on
the olympian council could swing an important vote on the war with the titans not
only that but first percy will have to solve the mystery of a rare monster that
artemis was hunting when she disappeared a monster rumored to be so powerful it
could destroy olympus forever
Medusa's Curse 2017-10-10 when geology mad sam goes to stay with her american cousin
trey neither of them have any idea what adventures they re about to unleash they
bring together two pieces of the heart of light and whoosh they re thrown back into
ancient greece where
The Nymph's Curse 2015-07-06 from the pages of greek mythology to the real life
concerns of the 21st century these four heroines fight daily for their right to
happiness love may be part of their heritage but thanks to an ancient curse soul
mates are forbidden but zeus is no match for these woman determined to protect their
men the nymph s labyrinth shape shifting nymph ariadne papadakis must keep the truth
of the nymphs existence far out of reach from american archeologist beau morris but
will the task force her to sacrifice her own happiness montana mustangs as an ill
fated nymph aura montgarten has spent her lifetime hiding from love until a body
washes up on the shore of a rural montana lake bringing police officer dane burke to
her part of the world to get to the bottom of this mystery and more winter swans
single dad and professional poker player chance landon is on a lone wolf crusade to
find his ex wife s killer but when his daughter s life is also threatened he must
enlist the help of the beautiful swan shifting nymph harper cygnini will chance
gamble on a future that involves falling in love or is that one bet he is unwilling
to take savannah sacrifice for young nymph starling jackson being a demi god means a
life filled with tormenting spirits and she s determined to quiet them forever the
problem is she needs her bodyguard jasper gray to infiltrate the enemy s hotbed can
she work that closely with the hunky protector without falling in love and signing
his death warrant sensuality level sensual
Minotaur's Curse 2019-05-25 lauren was haunted by nightmares of monsters as a child
but learned the hard way that the worst monsters look like everybody else while
visiting her mother and stepfather during the holidays she s sent to search for her
two younger brothers who have a tendency to wander onto the land of their nearest
neighbor land that has been abandoned for a reason when she stumbles across
something unexpected it changes her life forever drawing her into a world beyond the
boundaries of the civilization that has always sheltered her there her courage will
be tested as the monsters she s always feared when she was a child turn out to be
real when the minotaur of greek myth helps her take down a manticore she wonders if
she isn t still trapped in those childhood dreams except there s nothing childish in
her feelings for her bullheaded rescuer asterius has just one chance to prove
himself a worthy mate and win the love of the new female that has fallen into the
dead fall so she can break the curse upon him he knows it will be difficult to win
her love because she s as beautiful and fierce as any goddess and he fears she will
never be able to see the man beneath the monster he will risk everything to protect
her from the dangers of the dead fall which seems determined to destroy all life
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within it author s note 18 explicit content including steamy scenes and graphic
violence this romance is mf
The Curse of Hera 2018-10-09 the last thing logan wants to do with his entire summer
is go to some fake mythology themed camp but that s exactly what he s stuck doing
when he gets there it s even worse than he imagined each bunk has to re enact one of
the twelve labors of hercules sword fighting and all
Descendants and Destinies 2015-06-02 it s funny how life works isn t it you start
with truth yet over time truth becomes story story becomes legend and legend becomes
myth in the end what was once reality is thought of as absurd supernatural
impossible lex let me tell you a story the truth behind the myths the truth of who
you really are centuries ago when the stars were properly aligned earth was one of
countless interconnected realms travel between dimensions was commonplace with
olympus ruling over all then the unthinkable happened facing a threat forged from
the depths of the cosmos the gods destroyed the portals between realms the true
knowledge of the universe became lost leaving earth with the mythical legends found
today that is until lex douglas and jamie peters seemingly normal college students
the two should have never met let alone become friends drawn together by fate lex
and jamie are thrust into an incredible adventure preordained to destroy a cryptic
power hidden on earth lex and jamie face daunting tasks and vile enemies not to
mention their confusing romance in descendants and destinies the curse of ares belt
they battle to uncover the mysteries of the ages and save the world from an ancient
force rising once more
Greek Mythology 1993-11 allegorists in ancient greece attempted to find
philosophical and physical truths in myth plato who resolutely excluded myths from
the sphere of truth thought that they could express ideas in a realm he could not
reach with dialectical reasoning freud built a science around the myth of oedipus
saying that myths were distorted wish dreams of entire nations the dreams of early
mankind no body of myth has served more purposes or been subject to more analysis
than greek mythology this is a revised translation of fritz graf s highly acclaimed
introduction to greek mythology griechische mythologie eine einfuhrung originally
published in 1985 by artemis verlag graf offers a chronological account of the
principal greek myths that appear in the surviving literary and artistic sources and
concurrently documents the history of interpretation of greek mythology from the
seventeenth century to the present first surveying the various definitions of myth
that have been advanced graf proceeds to look at the relationship between greek
myths and epic poetry the absence of an origin of man myth in creek mythology and
connection between particular myths and shrines or holy festivals the harmony in
greek literature between myth and history the use of myth in greek song and tragedy
and the uses and interpretations of myth by philosophers and allegorists
Be a little mythological, will you? Greek Mythology 2024-06-01 are you ready for an
exciting mythological adventure this book opens the door to the rich world of
ancient greek mythology filled with epic stories of gods heroes monsters and humans
this book takes readers on a journey through time from prometheus stealing fire to
perseus defeating medusa from orpheus scarlet fever to hercules twelve labors each
page invites readers on a unique adventure these stories will take you deep into the
depths of human nature while at the same time allowing you to discover the mysteries
of the universe the myths present human emotions in their purest form woven with
love betrayal triumph and tragedy discover the fascinating world of mythology and
get lost in the magical atmosphere of this time from thousands of years ago to the
present day with the book will you be a little mythological greek mythology
Greek Mythology: The Gods, Goddesses, and Heroes Handbook 2021-03-30 finally sort
out who s who in greek mythology from gods goddesses heroes monsters and everyone in
between greek mythology continues to appear in popular movies and books today but
have you ever wondered about where these characters started out discover the origins
of your favorite characters from greek mythology with this collection of profiles to
tell you who s who in classical lore in greek mythology you will discover the
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backstories of the heroes villains gods and goddesses that enjoy popularity in today
s shows and films with comprehensive entries that outline each character s name
roles related symbols and foundational myths you can get to know the roots of these
personas and better understand the stories they inspire today with this character
focused handy reference you will never be confused about ancient greece
Mythos 2017-11-02 step into another world of magic mayhem monsters and maniacal gods
in stephen fry s momentous sunday times bestseller mythos a romp through the lives
of ancient greek gods fry is at his story telling best the gods will be pleased
times discover stephen fry s magnificent retelling of the greatest myths and legends
ever told no one loves and quarrels desires and deceives as boldly or brilliantly as
greek gods and goddesses in stephen fry s vivid retelling we gaze in wonder as wise
athena is born from the cracking open of the great head of zeus and follow doomed
persephone into the dark and lonely realm of the underworld we shiver in fear when
pandora opens her jar of evil torments and watch with joy as the legendary love
affair between eros and psyche unfolds mythos captures these extraordinary myths for
our modern age in all their dazzling and deeply human relevance if you re enthralled
by the magic of greek mythology you ll love fry s latest book troy an exceptional
retelling of our greatest story now the inspiration for the mythos suite stephen fry
and debbie wiseman s musical production of fry s thrilling retellings a head
spinning marathon of legends guardian an olympian feat the gods seem to be smiling
on fry his myths are definitely a hit evening standard an odyssey through greek
mythology brilliant all hail stephen fry daily mail a rollicking good read
independent shortlisted for a national book award
Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Titan's Curse: The Graphic Novel 2013-10-08 a
new prophecy leads to a dangerous quest when percy receives an urgent distress call
from grover he immediately prepares for battle he knows he ll need his powerful
demigod allies annabeth and thalia at his side his trusty bronze sword riptide and a
ride from his mom the demigods race to the rescue only to find that grover has made
an important discovery two new powerful half bloods whose parentage is unknown but
that s not all that awaits them the titan lord kronos has set up his most devious
trap yet and the young heroes have just fallen prey now percy and his friends are
faced with their most dangerous challenge the chilling prophecy of the titan s curse
they must rescue the goddess artemis by the winter solstice or all will be lost
including annabeth rick riordan s internationally best selling the titan s curse
becomes a graphic novel in the hands of comic book luminaries robert venditti attila
futaki and greg guilhaumond
Psyche and Eros 2023-05-25 a riotous adventure populated by a cast of vivid
glittering characters jennifer saint an enthralling tale of adventure romance and
star crossed lovers sue lynn tann the god of love has finally met his match born
into an era of heroes a prophecy claims that psyche princess of mycenae will defeat
a monster feared even by the gods themselves rebelling against society s traditions
she spends her youth mastering blade and bow preparing to fulfil her destiny but she
is soon caught up in powers beyond her control when the jealous aphrodite sends the
god of desire eros to deliver a fatal love curse the last thing eros wants is to
become involved in the chaos of the mortal world but when he is pricked by the very
arrow intended for psyche he is doomed to love a woman who will be torn from him the
moment their eyes meet thrown together by fate headstrong psyche and world weary
eros will face challenges greater than they could have ever imagined and as the
trojan war begins and the whole of the heavens try to keep them apart will they find
their way back to each other before it s too late a stunning exciting and hotly
anticipated feminist retelling of one of the greatest love stories in greek
mythology luna mcnamara s exquisitely written debut will appeal to fans of madeline
miller jennifer saint and susan stokes chapman praise for psyche and eros a
fabulously entertaining retelling full of magic humour and heart elodie harper this
spellbinding witty feminist retelling of the greek myth is a must read woman s own
every page is a breathless swoonworthy adventure roshani chokshi psyche and eros
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refigures for our times a classic tale of disguise and revelation of improbable
passion tested by fate gregory maguire evocative and lyrically spun psyche and eros
is a pure delight rebecca ross a tender meditative bittersweet tale of one of
literature s most ancient themes love unfolding through self discovery in the face
of death maya deane fiercely feminist and deeply romantic psyche and eros has the
allure and the epic quality of ancient myth tinged with modern wit ava reid one
simply falls into the pages and is taken along on a fun imaginative katherine j chen
Clockbreakers 2017-11-27 on her eleventh birthday charlie receives a key to go back
in time but time travel isn t easy before she blows out her candles charlie lands in
greece with her best friend maria and her former best friend trent she s a
clockbreaker stuck in a greek myth on an action packed adventure with a mission to
save her father and perhaps even save the world
Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek Religion: A Study in Survivals 2022-07-21
have you ever wanted to know something about modern greek folklore and myths but
didn t know where to look lawson s modern greek folklore is the book for you modern
greek folklore has all of the greek stories of old that you have ever heard of and
more contents the survival of pagan deities zeus poseidon pan cont
Percy Jackson and the Titan's Curse: The Graphic Novel (Book 3) 2014-07-03 half boy
half god all hero it s not every day you find yourself in combat with a half lion
half human but when you re the son of a greek god it happens and now my friend
annabeth is missing a goddess is in chains and only five half blood heroes can join
the quest to defeat the doomsday monster oh and guess what the oracle has predicted
that not all of us will survive
Medusa's Curse 2017 the first in an action packed debut middle grade fantasy duology
about a cuban american girl who discovers that she s one of the nine muses of greek
mythology perfect for fans of the serpent s secret the aru shah series and the percy
jackson and the olympians series callie martinez silva didn t mean to turn her best
friend into a pop star but when a simple pep talk leads to miraculous results callie
learns she s the newest muse of epic poetry one of the nine muses of greek mythology
tasked with protecting humanity s fate in secret whisked away to muse headquarters
she joins three recruits her age who call themselves the muse squad together the
junior muses are tasked with using their magic to inspire and empower not an easy
feat when you re eleven and still figuring out the goddess within when their first
assignment turns out to be callie s exceptionally nerdy classmate maya rivero the
squad comes to miami to stay with callie and her cuban family there they discover
that maya doesn t just need inspiration she needs saving from vicious sirens out to
unleash a curse that will corrupt her destiny as chaos erupts will the muse squad be
able to master their newfound powers in time to thwart the cassandra curse or will
it undo them all
Muse Squad: The Cassandra Curse 2020-07-07 raised by his mother and tutor young
theseus finally learns the truth of his birth he is the son of king aegeus ruler of
athens armed with his father s shield he sets out to claim his birthright and face
his greatest challenge the minotaur a savage beast who is half man half bull to
defeat the minotaur theseus must enter the labyrinth a bewildering maze from which
no one has ever escaped alive will theseus succeed in his quest or will he suffer
the fate of the minotaur s many other victims
Old Tales from Greece 1897 attention all history buffs and mythology enthusiasts get
ready to embark on an exciting journey through the ancient world of greek mythology
discovering greek mythology a beginner s guide is the perfect introduction to the
timeless tales of olympian gods and heroes this comprehensive guidebook is designed
for those who are eager to learn about the complex and intriguing world of greek
mythology from the goddess of love aphrodite to the king of the gods zeus with an
easy to follow structure you ll delve into the captivating stories and characters
that have inspired artists and writers for centuries we ve crafted a guidebook that
will satisfy your emotional and logical needs as a reader get ready to be
entertained and inspired as you explore the fascinating world of greek mythology
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with its gods goddesses heroes and creatures our guidebook is specifically designed
to cater to your needs as a beginner making it easy and accessible for you to learn
the ins and outs of greek mythology we understand that you want to dive into the
subject with ease so we ve made sure that our guidebook is filled with clear
explanations and vivid illustrations this beginner s guide is the perfect addition
to your personal library and a must have for anyone interested in the ancient world
and its mythology so why wait start your journey today and immerse yourself in the
fascinating world of greek gods and goddesses
Theseus 2007-08-01 the only cure to the satyr curse is a nymph when ariston finds
one spying on him can he win her over under the satyr moon a curse was wrought and
under the same moon shall it be reversed if the fates allow a freelance photography
job goes downhill fast when lily anders boyfriend dumps her and disappears from the
campsite leaving her stranded in the middle of the blue ridge mountains feeling lost
heartbroken and afraid lily follows a mysterious melody through the wilderness she
never would have guessed the source of the music would reveal that legendary figures
of greek mythology really existed and she could be one of them ever since he was
cursed ariston has only wanted one thing to be human again he has searched the globe
for a nymph to free him but over three thousand years of failure has pushed him into
a life of solitude ariston believes he s finally found the salvation he s longed for
when he catches lily spying on him in the forest unfortunately he has to convince
her to like him first what seems to be the fates bringing them together in time for
the satyr moon proves to be an elaborate scheme with macabre intentions dionysus has
sent ariston s estranged brother adonis to ensure the curse cannot be broken and
nothing tosses cold water over the flame of seduction like a twin seeking vengeance
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